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Medical science has extended the life of our elder
citizens-now society must provide the dignity
and security those later years deserve
YALE-NEW HAVEN HOSPITAL ANNUAL REPORT 1969
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Hospitals today are expected to be many things to many people.
A mother, for example, is reminded to check on the progress of her
infant: She visits the well-baby clinic at the hospital. A child has
difficulty with his school work: He is examined for hearing or
speech defects at the hospital. An alcoholic is picked up, ill and
neglected: He is taken to the hospital. An old woman living alone
falls and breaks a bone.- She is treated in the hospital's emergency
room and is hospitalized for months.
No matter what the individual need may be, the hospital strives to
give effective care and attention. The problem is, however, that
the needs today are extending beyond those of a purely medical
nature. They involve, in addition, the social implications of disease
and illness.
Although this applies to all segments of our population, it becomes
particularly significant in regard to one group — the chronically ill
and aged whose medical problems are compounded by the complexities
of advanced age in a rapidly changing society.
In an effort to explore the problems of this group — which
present a challenge not only to the hospital but to society generally —
we have called upon the members of Yale-New Haven Hospital
who are most closely associated with the chronically ill and aged.
Their discussion is presented on the following pages and gives
considerable insight into how they feel about these problems and
what this Hospital is attempting to do about them. 1 think you '11
find their remarks provocative.
Charles H. Costello
President
Yale-New Haven Hospital
February 1970
Participants, clockwise:
Dr. Courtney C. Bishop, Chairman of the Medical Board
Dr. Philip K. Bondy, Chief ofMedicine, C.N.H. Long Professor of Medicine;
Chairman, Department of Internal Medicine
Mrs. Ellen M. Overlan, Medical Social Worker, Continuing Care Unit
Mr. Charles B. Womer, Director, Yale-New Haven Hospital
Mrs. Joyce B. Barry, R.N., Head Nurse, 7 East, Memorial Unit
The Rev. Edward F Dobihai, Jr., Hospital Chaplain and Director,
Department of Religious Ministries
Dr. Harold N. Willard, Director, Continuing Care Unit
**%*" ■ - .
What do you think has brought us to the point that
the care of the chronically ill and aged presents a
greater challenge to hospitals today than it did ten or
fifteen years ago?
Mr. Womer
The magnitude of the problem in
caring for the chronically ill and aged today re
sults from the fact that we can now keep people
with chronic disease alive for long periods of time
with treatments we did not have before.
One of the most outstanding examples is the
treatment of renal disease. I don't think a pa
tient has died of kidney failure in this Hospi
tal in the last five years. Although patients with
kidney failure have died, it has always been from
causes other than the kidney disease itself. We
can keep kidney failure under control by dialysis
almost indefinitely. But in doing so, we raise a
whole flock of other problems.
For example, the transplantation program in
volves immunosuppressive treatment that makes
the patient susceptible to invasion of bacteria
which he would otherwise be able to handle.
Previously, a patient with terminal renal disease
came in, stayed in the hospital for a week or two
and died. Nowadays, kidney patients intermit
tently spend hundreds of days in the hospital and
still remain functional which is, of course, very
good. But it is a very costly effort.
To some extent, the same thing is true with
cancer patients. We are also much more able to
keep patients alive after they have had strokes or
myocardial infarctions than we could before.
And so on.
When we use these methods, however, we often
preserve the patient's life without preserving a de
gree of function which allows him to return pro
ductively to the community.
Another facet of this is a change in the attitude
of the public which used to recognize that death
was a part of life and that people often were more
comfortable dying at home in familiar surroundings.
Now it's the other way around. Society consi
ders it an obligation to bring patients into the hos
pital so they won't die at home.
One could argue pro and con about this, but
from the hospital's point of view, it means that
patients are admitted for whom we really can't do
anything except watch them and give them nursing
care. We have used up our therapeutic devices.
These patients are on the last lap, but the last lap
mav take days, weeks, or occasionally even months.
As a result, we have patients in this Hospital who
don't require the full apparatus of the hospital
which makes it so expensive. But — we're con
fronted with the fact that in this community, at
least, there is a real shortage of chronic care facili
ties to which we can transfer these long-term pa
tients who need intensive nursing and rehabilita
tive care, and many of whom are terminal.
Chaplain Dobihai I don't think facilities in this
community are really geared for the terminally ill
patients, or designed to help them make the last
months of their lives a useful, purposeful and help
ful part of their living.
This is why we need a new type of
extended care facility, one with programs to help
patients become rehabilitated — or, if that is not
possible, to allow death with dignity.
Dr. Bondy But we must be careful — I think —
because I don't think we want institutions that
are entirely for terminal people. It certainly must
be discouraging to the patient to be put in what
he knows is the final institution. When I was an
intern and resident, we used to have one private
room at the end of the hall for the patient we
thought was going to die. Everyone on the ward
knew that when a patient went into that room,
he was just about finished.
i I tend to agree with you, feel
ing-wise, except that I don't think we know this
for a fact. I think this is an attitude that really
needs to be studied. For example, when Cicely
Saunders was here to receive an honorary degree
from the University, she described a hospital tor
the terminally ill in Kngland with which she was
assoeiated. She said the depressing atmosphere
one would expect in such an institution simplv
did not exist there. We are talking about a facili
ty 1 don't think we really have in our country as
vet.
What we need, perhaps more than a
physical facility, is a program.
i
'
ut Ideally, such a program would em
phasize doing the most with whatever moments
ot lite are given to us. 1 think one of the differences
between Dr. Saunders' hospital in Kngland and any
thing we have here is the fact that death seems to be
faced more realistically there. All of this represents
a change in philosophical attitude.
We need a program in terms of emo
tional support: we need a program in terms of
physical support; and we need a program in terms
ot simple attention being given to the ability of in
dividual patients to take part in their own care on
the basis ot their own interests and in terms ot
their own happiness.
I think there is also a need for an under
standing of the program by the families. There is a
facility of this sort in the eastern part ot the state,
you know, but we find a great deal of reluctance
on the part of families to send patients there. It
may be because it is of some distance away from
here - but I think a major part of that reluctance
is because tor the family, and for the patient as
well, it seems to be such a definite step.
As Director of our Continuing Care
Unit, Dr. Willard, how do you view the situation?
Our Unit has been in operation for about a year
now acting as a kind of "bridge" for patients who
have recovered from acute care problems but who
are not yet ready to be discharged from the Hospital.
What do you think about providing the services we
are describing1
I'd say there are three or four commun
ity facilities around here that do a dignified job of
this — not the ultimate job we are talking about —
but thev are doing quite well. This is not a criticism
of facilities that are available. It's just that thev are
not set up to handle the chronically ill. long-term,
ultimatek" terminal patient for whom we around this
Society considers it
an obligation to bring
patients into the hospital
so they won't die at home.
- Dr. Bondy
table feel such concern, and for whom this Hospi
tal cannot provide care indefinitely because to do
so would take beds away from other patients with
immediate and acute medical problems who will
recover and who will return to the normal pursuits
ot lite after convalescence.
I think the reason we do not have a chronic care
facility, which we need so badly in this area, is be
cause there has not been a group of people with
some power to say we have to have it.
To my mind, the Hospital has to provide that
group
- to be the catalyst to get something like
this built.
' I agree that the Hospital is the logical
place to look for catalytic leadership. However,
I would hope that the horizon could be spread a
little bit. I don't think we can hope to assume all
the responsibility. We can develop the experiment
and make the observations which point up the prob
lem, but I think the leader or catalyst must work to
inspire society to assume some of the responsibility.
I would take just a minor exception to something
you said a minute ago, Dr. Willard. I don't think it
is only the people in power in this community to
whom we have to direct our effort. It is society as
a whole with which we are dealing. . the mores
of society" which from time immemorial have put
the elderly out to pasture.
7. Bondy I think you are right. But there is a dif
ference in our society today which makes this a
much more severe situation. Family units are bro
ken into small groups. No longer is there a maiden
aunt who can nurse the dying person or take care of
a bedridden patient as there used to be. Small apart
ments or modern houses do not, generally, provide
space to accommodate nursing help even when
'Medical Director, St. Christopher's Hospice, London
. . . we need a new type of extended care
facility, one with programs to help patients
become rehabilitated — or, if that is not
possible, to allow death with dignity.
Mrs. Barry
help is available or even if unlimited funds to pay
for nursing help are available.
Exactly. In our changing world, the
mores of a generation ago no longer apply. Hospi
tals all over the country are being called upon to
act as a kind of "brother's keeper" in a manner
they are neither equipped nor staffed to handle
properly.
ohihal This leads us to another side of
the question. The crisis is more than a health care
problem alone. It involves the total style of living —
the mores within a community — because illness
simply complicates it.
We are faced with providing hospital
care for two groups of patients. Those who can
be rehabilitated and who can return to society as
productive members of it — and the others for whom
no rehabilitation is possible, the terminal patients.
Dr. Willard: It is this latter group that bears the
burden of financing because when patients without
hope of rehabilitation leave the hospital, Medicare
now says it will not pay for their nursing home care.
omer: This is what bothers me greatly. Part
of this "jamming" of our Hospital resources today,
by patients needing nursing care but not necessarily
acute medical care, is because society — through its
political mechanisms - has turned against them.
'The Social Security Administration considers
Medicare strictly as an insurance program, not a
social program. As a result, I understand that Medi
care is turning down close to 50 percent of the ad
missions to extended care homes. There is also a
cutback in the State of Connecticut on Medicaid.
The lowered eligibility limits established by the
last Legislature is another example of how society,
I think the reason we do not have a chronic
care facility, which we need so badly in this
area, is because there has not been a group of
people with some power to sav we have to have it
—- Dr. Willard
through its political processes, is turning its back.
In some areas, there has been devel
oped what is called the "Health Related Facility,"
where patients being treated for long-term condi
tions can live and go back and forth to the hospi
tal as needed.
With the establishment of an "extended care
facility" on one hand, and a "health related faci
lity
"
on the other hand, it makes it possible for
patients, instead of being kept in an acute care
hospital, to be transferred back and forth between
facilities - or, members of the hospital staff can
go back and forth between units for special treat
ments or attention, something like the Visiting
Nurse Association only it is organized within the
confines of a medical community. I have seen
this system in operation and it works very well.
To some extent, efforts are being
made in this direction here in this community. A
new church home is being built in a suburban area
that is designed for couples, or individuals, where
they will be able to take some of their own furni
ture and other personal belongings and establish
themselves on a fairly independent basis. Should
one of them become ill, he will be assured of a place
to return to when he is discharged from the hospital.
I look forward to the completion of this model
program and I think we can learn a lot from it.
ondy: I am curious as to whether these mod
els as they've been developed thus far are economi
cally feasible. I know of one which has an admission
fee, although it is set up by a religious group and is
run as a non-profit organization. 1 wonder what
happens to people who can't pay such an admission
fee.
Another thing bothers me about after-care for
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there arc main things
that could be done by society
outside the Hospital, as well,
if the needs were known.
Medicine has to start saving, "Yes, there arc
medical advances that allow people to be cured
of disease that previously took their lives. But —
medicine cannot provide immortality for the world."
Chaplain Dobihai
our patients. Although we don't have a chronic
care facility as such, convalescent homes in the
area receive patients discharged from this Hospital
all of the time. Now I have found a curious
situation in that we seem to have a real "hang-up"
in finding places to transfer patients who are in
the higher socio-economic groups who have their
own doctors. Oddly enough, we don't seem to
have a comparable problem in transferring pa
tients in the lower economic strata. I hese
patients arc just as sick, and just as old, but some
how or other we seem to be able to make satis
factory arrangements for them when thev leave
the Hospital.
I wonder if there's a difference in what certain
groups of patients expect after thev leave the hospi
tal compared to other groups
For example, do the families of patients who
are more apt to have a private physician and are
admitted to the Memorial Unit expect more ex
tensive facilities when they leave the Hospital
than do patients, say, from the Fitkin divisions?
Is this a reasonable expectation? Are more ex
tensive facilities really better, or not?
Again, I think it has much to do with
Medicare.
It is interesting to note the extent to which .Medi
care provided a change in purchasing power when
it became effective in U>60. Tor the first time.
many persons had the financial means to call upon
the services of a private doctor I his is borne out
by cv idence of a shift in patients from the Fitkin
divisions to the 7th floor of the .Memorial Unit.
In l°o5, the year before .Medicare was enacted, the
.Memorial Unit provided 26.000 patient days' care
for persons over o5. I he figure now stands at 35.000
davs' care - an increase ot a third
On the other hand, the days' care for patients
in the same age group for the same period ot time
dropped from 24.000 to 19,000 on the Fitkin divisions.
On the basis of this shift, 1 am wonder
ing whether families of the patients in the .Memorial
Unit demand a more elaborate kind of facility than
the families of Titkin patients do. Is this demand
realistic or is it simply a kind of social pressure?
I guess I'm looking for your opinion, Dr. Willard,
since your Continuing Care Unit is closely associated
with such efforts.
Let me use an example so we know
we're talking about the same thing: Let's say a pa
tient can't be rehabilitated and needs a place to
go where there will be adequate nursing care. We
haven't had a chance to make a complete study on
this as yet, but on the basis of our studies thus far
our social workers have more success in placing pa
tients from the Titkin wards than they do from the
Memorial Unit. Apparently this is because Titkin
patients do not have a private physician who assumes
responsibility tor them after their discharge from the
Hospital. And it seems that families of Fitkin pa
tients are less "choosey" than those of the Memorial
Unit.
' In other words, the difference in socio
economic strata does have an effect.
There is another point that might be
worth mentioning, and that is, perhaps the private
physicians do not turn to social workers for help
as much as they might in helping to place patients
in convalescent homes.
Barry. Although this may have been the case
in the past, I think the situation is changing. As a
matter of fact, I find that more and more private
doctors are now looking for social service help.
Perhaps our real problem, now, is that we don't
have as many social workers as we need.
Chaplain Dobihai I think history plays a part here.
Social workers have long been identified as working
primarily with indigent people. This is no longer
true but that's the kind of mindset that patients,
families and physicians have maintained. In the six
vears I have been here, I have talked with many attend
ing physicians, and have suggested that thev call upon
social workers for help because social workers only
enter a case when they are requested to do so by the
physician.
There is growing cooperation among
physicians - and the house staff, also, is making
the private physician aware of the real assistance
that social workers can be.
l)r Bondy I find this is a very interesting develop
ment. Originally we had trouble selling social work
ers, even to the house staff, and I venture to say this
was true in other institutions. But as more and more
good social workers have come into the medical
field, we have found them to be very well accepted
and we use them extensively. Now the needs are
getting ahead of our ability to provide service. We
have budgeted positions for social workers that we
haven't been able to fill.
Overlan. Perhaps we should consider training
social work assistants - people who could be trained
by the current social work staff to handle some of
the less skilled aspects of the work. The hard-to-
find Master's Degree social worker could then be
freed to help with the emotional and social ramifi
cations of illness.
Another big job for social workers is to help ad
vise physicians about community resources. I think
social workers have been regarded, primarily, as the
ones responsible for placing patients in outside faci
lities. But they can also help in getting patients
back home and keeping them there with the aid of
community resources. But we have learned through
distributing a questionnaire from the Continuing
Care Unit that many community health agencies
rarely receive referrals from physicians in this Hospital
Dr. Bishop: Again, I think there is a real economic
factor involved. 'The patient who is elderly, or the
patient who is faced with a chronic non-rehabilita
tive disease, be he elderly or otherwise, is often
helped financially by his family to an extent that is
We are now at the point in time
when we, as the producers of medical
care, must become more responsive
to the consumer.
Dr. Bishop
f
^': '*
unrealistic. I have often seen it happen when the
whole family, the uncles, aunts, and the absent
fourteenth cousin will put dollars out ot their
own pockets, which they can ill afford to do, to
provide what is to them the best possible treatment
for old Aunt Susie. This is fine. This is commend
able. It's wonderful. But when the family comes
to realize that this cost very likely may go on indef
initely, it becomes pretty thoughtful about obligating
itself to this extent. Even though it would like to,
the resources just aren't available.
And so, we are back to society again with its need
to become involved on a more realistic basis.
lobihttl. In this regard, I think medicine
also has something to say. Medicine has to start say
ing, "Yes, there are medical advances that allow
people to be cured of disease that previously took
their lives. But — medicine cannot provide immortality
for the world." No longer can it build up the possi
bility that within a good university treatment facility,
such as our Yale-New Haven Medical Center, there is
going to be one miracle after another which will
guarantee life for every individual hospitalized here.
At some point in our treatment there has to be a
declaration by the physician to the families and to the
patient, if this is reasonable, that acute treatment is
no longer beneficial. There is nothing more to be
done to help that patient return to a productive life.
Unfortunately, our society only values life, apparently,
when that label can be attached to it. I am not cer
tain that people who are bedridden cannot lead pro-
dutive, interpersonal lives, even though they can't
lead productive economic lives. But we confuse this.
I really think that we need to say to the public that
useful, purposeful living can be provided, but not the
miracle of cure.
I think that is why private divisions in our Hospital
and elsewhere become stalemated, because
families w ill keep their patients there as long as
possible, hoping against hope that medical science
will come to their rescue and produce a cure.
lb Umuer Th is is where we get on the very dif
ficult ethical anil moral problem ot providing a
tremendous amount ot expensive care to people
who are not rehabilitatable to any degree ot pro
ductivity, however you define productivity.
I)i Bondy I he trouble is - we don't know the
degree of rehabilitation that is possible until we
try to find out. Take for example, a patient
with chronic pulmonary disease. He mav get
along all right it he doesn't get an infection. It
he does, he comes into the hospital where we give
him concentrated treatment and after a while he
gets back to a better level with the aid of all kinds
ot machines ami equipment. But he still isn't
cured and he can very well be back in the hospi
tal again with another infection.
Or take a patient who has had brain trauma and
is unconscious. The neurosurgeon says he honestly
doesn't know whether this patient is ever going
to wake up and he won't know until he has watched
the patient for maybe three or four months.
lbs Barry What about the ^ 3-year old man they
spend two hours resuscitating?
/)/ Bond)1 If the °3-year old were Bernard
Baruch who had a good brain and if after we re
vived him he would still have a good brain, this
would be one thing. But if this person had been
sick and senile for a long time, one might argue the
other way.
However, it is very difficult for a doctor to decide
in the 30 seconds or so he often has to make such
a decision, whether to resuscitate or not, and society
is asking that the doctor, in that 30 seconds or so,
play Cod. Rather than make that decision, the
doctor will do everything in his power to bring
the patient around.
When a position has been reached in a patient's
disease where there is no chance of returning him to
a life in which he will function as a human being —
by which I mean thinking and interacting with people,
I think it is appropriate to say that nothing extra
ordinary should be undertaken to keep him alive.
He should be given all the supportive measures pos
sible, of course, but I don't think he should have to
undergo complicated treatment for secondary prob
lems that contribute to his condition but which
would not. even if corrected, help improve his prim
ary condition. Pneumonia used to be the old man's
friend. We ought to let it continue to be in cases
where nothing can be done.
1 think there are patients in our Hospital, and cer
tainly this must be true of other hospitals as well,
who are there because someone has made a heroic
effort to save them when they physically weren't
capable of being saved.
As a consequence of our taking care of
such patients, we jeopardize our ability to provide
restorative therapy to other patients because we do
not have room for them. How do we handle this
problem?
Obviously this Hospital, or any other
hospital, cannot handle the problem alone. We need
a whole network of facilities that interrelate with
the acute care hospital - we need to create a model
for an overall spectrum of services through which
the patient can be evaluated
— something on the
order of what Mrs. Barry was describing earlier.
In light ot your knowledge about faci
lities in the New Haven area, would vou sav we are
dealing with a shortage of facilities - or a lack of
coordination?
We're talking about a lack of coordination.
It is not a "bricks and mortar" need at the moment,
with the exception of a chronic care facility which,
as we have mentioned before, we need desperately.
As Dr. Bishop pointed out earlier, we need a program.
You are saving we need to develop a
coordinated network of facilities within the greater
New Haven area, having society provide the financing
to make these what they should be, and of having
physicians and other medical people understand them
and use them effectively. This is a large order. How
do you think we could achieve it?
Let me cite a few examples of the
things we have been doing in the Continuing Care
Unit which could possibly set the stage for a greatly
expanded endeavor.
First of all, we have facilitated proper transfer
information from the Hospital to the nursing homes.
This is a great improvement.
Secondly, we now have monthly meetings of nurs
ing home operators here at the Hospital so they can
tell us their problems and we can tell them ours.
Thirdly, we have all members of the Continuing
Care team going out to these nursing homes so that
if they don't know how to do a procedure, how
to handle a catheter for example - we send a pro
fessional person out to give instruction.
Mrs. Overlan: We had a team visit every nursing
home in the area and evaluate each one from a
medical, nursing, psychological and physical
point ot view . The nursing home directors seemed
pleased with the opportunity for this direct associ
ation and cooperated fully.
'The Hospital, in addition, has sponsored, along
with the State Department of Health, a training
program for nurses' aides at the nursing homes.
We have also sent representatives to meetings on
the changes of eligibility under Medicare. Finally,
we've created a position for a Patient Advocate
who hears and assists with individual and community
complaints about hospital care.
Dr. 11 1 /laid As you can see, we have a very enthusi
astic group. Now, if we could carry out this close
association, not only with nursing homes, but with
follow-up clinics, with health and rehabilitation a-
gencies, with the visiting nurses, Homemakers, and
other agencies, we would have begun the kind of
integrated program we're talking about. As I say,
with the exception of the need for a chronic care
facility, I think we have the facilities — if they were
properly organized throughout the communitv.
11/ Womer But let me be the devil's advocate
and say, although I realize this is just the beginning
of what may turn out to be the nucelus of a pro
gram, while these things are taking place, the prob
lem of our overcrowded acute care facility, namely
this Hospital, has grown worse. Why is this so?
I)r \\ dhud I think the basic questions revolve
around medical financing, again. Now probably
because of Medicare, as you have pointed out,
we are getting more and more patients who
never had private physicians before. Perhaps they
came to the Hospital originally through our clinics,
Emergency Service, or whatever. If there was no
physician following these patients before they
were admitted, it is doubtful there will be any to
follow them after discharge. So, there is a dilemma
as to where they should go if the available nursing
homes are not designed to handle them.
Chaplain Dobihai And so, we get back, full circle,
to the chronic care facility again. This is a real
lack in our community - and it must get our im
mediate and full attention. I'd like to see it put up
here within close proximity so that we could de
velop a sound system that could be included in
our medical teaching program. I think physicians
are getting more and more involved in this kind
of medical care, and our house staff should have
the opportunity of rotating through such a facility.
\t: . Uomci Although we have been addressing
ourselves to the care of the aged because it illus
trates our general health and hospital concerns,
we must not lose sight of the fact that many other
social and medical needs are competing for the same
dollars and for the same attention from society. As
Chaplain Dobihai mentioned, illness complicates
other pressures. Along with today's question ot
the aged and chronically ill, the Hospital must ad
dress itself to such questions as: What should it
do about drug addiction? About alcoholism?
About emergency care? When the Hospital makes
an effort to reach out to the community, how tar
is it expected to go?
r. Bishop I think we have passed from the era
in which medicine and the delivery of health ser
vices are to be determined by medicine itself.
We are now at the point in time when we, as the
producers of medical care, must become more
responsive to the consumer. And I believe the
consumer is going to set the guidelines in terms
of what he wants and what he expects to get.
Dr. Boudy We've underestimated the impor
tance of the consumer in controlling medical care.
In the past, the consumer among the indigent was
powerless. This is changing and I think it should.
The position of medicine in society at the mo
ment rests on two things. First of all, we have
developed a productive kind of scientific medi
cine; and secondly, until recently at least, our
charitable impulses gave us an opportunity to
handle the medical problems of the indigent. Pre
viously, the indigent — by and large — was grate
ful for whatever medical attention he got because
otherwise he would not have received any at all.
It's taking a little time, now, to shift gears —
now that the indigent can rely upon Medicare,
Medicaid, and other legislation, and thus have
access to the same kind of medical control that only
the wealthy used to have. It takes time to change
attitudes.
Yi/ltiid: We also have to do some reorganizing
as to how medicine is practiced on patients; how
ihe docor spends his time with them in order to
understand their needs We have a program under-
uav which illustrates what 1 mean and which could
be helpful in meeting these changes
\s vou know, alcoholism is a real problem in
hospitals We don't admit alcoholics, but we ad
mit patients with diseases that were caused by
their alcoholism. It takes a great deal of effort
on the part of the patient to face alcoholism, I he
doctors on the wards don't have time to ferret out
this information. So. we have developed a self ad
ministered questionnaire, and it is working amaz
ingly well because patients seem to put informa
tion on the questionnaire thev would be reluctant
to divulge in any other way. Bv means of a ques
tionnaire something like this, we might be able to
find out more about chronically ill patients and
then make more use of communitv facilities to
educate them in the management of their illness
\U\ Overlan There are many things that could
be done bv society outside the Hospital, as well.
it the needs were known. Tor example, there is
real need tor a forum a central committee or
council where Hospital and communitv people
could take observations and suggestions. Some
thing that would be clearly action-oriented with
some mechanism tor making suggestions become
reality.
Chaplain Dobihai 1 agree with .Mrs Overlan. but
I am leery about how we use the word "society"
and how we use the word "communitv." as. though
thev define some existing structure. The point is.
of course, that they do not. Now . the finality of
what we sav today is in this discussion unless we
are identifying the fact that another task needs to
go cm.
It seems to me that the Hospital has primary data
that we have only begun to tap. Perhaps we should
have several other data-gathering sessions within
the Hospital to get all the information before us.
evaluate it, and then define goals for ourselves and
suggest goals for the greater New Haven "community."
That community isn't organized enough to know
how to come to these goals. We have to assume the
responsibility tor identifying what they are.
Mr Womer Ed. you have just provided us with an
excellent conclusion. The Hospital, the communitv".
and society must all work together in close coopera
tions to meet the new challenges I think we have
identified in this discussion.
I see the role of the Hospital
varying with the particular issue or challenge.
We should be
advocate — catalyst — provider of new
sen ices, depending upon the problem.
There is no doubt but that our innovative
programs of the past two years or so —
the Continuing Care Program,
the Community Relations Program,
and others,
arc but a beginning. We cannot do
even thing at once — and main things
that must be done must be
the responsibility of others. But we can —
and we must — do our part to be certain
that steady progress is made.
Mr. Womer
Board of Directors
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Charles H. Costello was elected to his fifth
term as President of the Board of Directors
of Yale-New Haven Hospital at its annual
meeting, February 26, 1969.
Two new members were elected at that
time: Henry E. Parker, Urban Affairs Con
sultant for the Southern New England Tele
phone Company, who was elected to a three-
year term succeeding Philip Paolella ; and
Louis Goodwin, president of Eastern Steel
and Metals Company, West Haven, Con
necticut, who was elected to a one-year
term to fill the unexpired term of
Franklin Farrel, III.
The Yale-New Haven Hospital has served as the teaching hospital
for the Yale University School of Medicine since the hospital was
incorporated in 1826.
In 1945, the New Haven Hospital and the Grace Hospital merged
to form the Grace-New Haven Community Hospital, and, in 1965,
a strengthened affiliation between the hospital and Yale University
led to its name being changed to Yale-New Haven Hospital.
Number of adult and pedntrn
Number ot i-asstnets 10''
Number of hospital . linn _. 75
osp/tal bedi 762
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October U'o.S
Robert N. Chilardi. special assistant to the direc
tor ot business Serv ices for the prev ions two v ea: s,
w as appointed ( Lief Admitting ( M'ficer
I he Tetal Intensive ('arc Unit opened for the dec
tronic monitoring ot" the fetal heartbeat to assist
in the diagnosing of conditions that could lead to
infant damage or death during the pcnnat.il period
Ihe Unit was an outgrowth of more than 13 years'
development initiated at the Yale-New Haven Medi
cal Center and represented one of the first units of
its kind in the United States A press luncheon held
m coniunction with the opening brought medical
writers and editors from a w ide area vv ho gave the
event international coverage.
1.3SS Hospital employees contributed a total of
S21.o7o.S3 to the United T und. marking a 50 per
cent increase over the amount contributed the
year before and topping the United fund goal set
for the Hospital bv S7.000.
Nov ember D>oS
I hree appointments made in the Department of
Pediatrics included Dr. Alexander (, M. Campbel
assistant professor of pediatrics named Director
of the Newborn Service; Dr. Walter K . Anyan, |r.,
instructor in pediatrics, appointed to the new post
ot Director of the Program for Medicine for Adoles
cents; and Dr. Marcello ()r/alesi, assistant professor 4
of pediatrics, appointed Director of the Perinatal
Clinical Research Center.
( icrgv men ot all faiths serving parishes throughout
ihe New Haven area were invited to a "Religion
and Health" luncheon or dinner at the Hospital
to acquaint them with members of the expanded
Department ot Religious Ministries and to discuss
topics ot mutual interest. 5
December D'n!s
I he Hospital Board of Directors voted to approve
the development of plans for the addition of two
floors to the Memorial Unit to provide an addi
tional 1 25 hospital beds. Estimated cost: $5.4
million. Preliminary plans called for work to be
gin about the middle of 1970.
Hospital employees donated 1 1 7 pints of blood
during the Bloodmobile drive. 6
Ihe Dixwell Fegal Rights Association, in coopera
tion with the Hospital, appointed .Mrs. Celestine
Williams as Community Relations Worker for Pa
tient Assistance at the Hospital. 7
( >ct"bci I ' '<>8 Sei tc n nr Ul
January 1969
Fitkin 1 re-opened after extensive alterations
including the addition of an 8-bed Intensive Care/
Coronary Care Unit. The Women's Auxiliary do
nated SI 00,000 toward the cost of the project, i
Earlier, the Auxiliary contributed $10,000 to
ward underwriting the Community Relations pro
gram.
Carl Fischer former administrative resident, was
appointed Assistant to the Director, succeeding
James M. Mallov who resigned to become Assis
tant Administrator at Waterbury Hospital, i
An eighth paid holiday was added to the Hospi
tal employees' benefit package for full-time em
ployees with at least six months' service by De
cember 31, 1968. Ihe day selected would be a
"floating holiday" chosen at a time agreeable to
the employee and his department head.
Hospital employees with service records ot from
25 to 47 years were given special awards at the
first dinner meeting of the newly created "Quarter
Century' Club" held in honor of 85 active and
retired Hospital employees, a
February '69
Joseph E. .Monahan 3assistant director of Pur
chasing, was appointed Director ot the de
partment to succeed Joseph J. Feydon who
resigned to accept a position in industry.
The Hospital announced that tuition grants
would be made to full-time employees interested
in furthering their education, financial aid to
qualified employees would assist them in taking
special courses as well as courses leading to an
associate, baccalaureate or master's degree.
Service awards were given to 200 employees com
pleting from five to 20 years' service at the Hospi
tal. This represented the largest number ot em
ployees to receive recognition at a single eeremonv
in the Hospital's history 5
The Surgical Intensive Care Unit opened on the
4th floor of the (dime Building with 12 beds for
acute care patients. The Unit, under the medi
cal direction of Dr. Mark Hayes, was financed in
part bv a gift from Mrs. Arnon D. 'Thomas, wi
dow of a member of the Hospital Board of Di
rectors; the New Haven foundation; and
other individual donors. 6
il ,v > It ubi . °oS to Scptcnibc 0.
March D'Ol
A 20-bed Continuing Care Unit i opened on 8 West
A ot the Memorial Unit to provide care tor pa
tients who have recovered from acute medical
problems but who have not reached the point
in their convalescence that allows tor their return
ing to their homes. Dr. Harold N. Willard, assoc
iate professor of medicine and Director ot the
Unit was responsible tor its development. Arthur
Mazer was named .Administrative Coordinator,
and .Miss Jane Rv zewski was named Nurse Clinician.
1 he °th annual Institute for the Special Care of
Newborn and Premature Infants began the first
of its six once-a-week sessions at Yale-New Haven
for health personnel throughout the state.:
Warren Kcssler, Administrative Planning Associate.
was appointed an .Assistant Director of the Hospital
for planning. :
Dr. Thomas | . Knzek. associate professor of sur
gerv. was named ("hief ot the Section of Plastic
and Reconstructive Surgery.
More than 125 Connecticut dentists met for a
dav-long session for the statewide Symposium
on Hospital Dental Services. Dr. Herbert Sleeper.
Chief of Dentistry and Oral Surgerv, was moderator.
\prr D>o>>
beginning in April, all Hospital employees work
ing weekends received a 5 percent premium for
hours worked on Saturday, and a 7 percent pre
mium for Sunday work.
Fife insurance protection for Hospital employees
was increased to equal one year's salary with a
minimum protection of $5,000, an increase of
$2,000 over previous coverage. Ihe Premiums
are paid by the Hospital.
The Hospital also paid the increased Blue Cross
premium which became effective April 1. In
line with the added coverage, the Hospital dis
continued certain discounts for hospital care.
[rank C. Pease was appointed .Manager of Man
agement Systems. He previously held positions
with industrial firms. 5
Dr. Solomon S. Schwartz was appointed Chief
ot the Section of Diagnostic Radiology and
professor of radiology. He came to Yale-New
Haven from the New York University School
ot Medicine. 6
Yale-New Haven hosted meetings of the New Eng
land Surgical Society? and the Connecticut Associ
ation of .Medical Record Librarians, e
* r> o 4 p, iaIa.i^
highlights of the Year from October 1 190J Septem >er 30 1961
May 1969
Forty members of Grace-New Haven School of
Nursing received their diplomas in ceremonies
held in the Mary S. Harkness Auditorium. i
A diagnostic radiology room constructed in the
Perinatal Research Center was made possible by
a gift of $101,000 from the Charles A. Dana
Foundation.
Renovating schedules were begun for the Emer
gency Service, and for 'Tompkins 2 and 3. Work
was expected to be completed by late summer
at a cost in excess of $ 1 60,000.
A coronary care educational program tor physi
cians was initiated at the Hospital by the Con
necticut Regional Medical Program.
Social events of the month included the annual
banquet of the Hospital's bowling leagues ? , the
house staff dance and the employees' picnic.
June 1969
Quadruplets were born prematurely to a Yale-New
Haven patient. 'Three of the infants survived. It
is estimated that the occurrence of quadruplets
takes place in one out of 500,000 births.
Certificates were awarded to 59 members of the
administrative staff, department heads and super
visory personnel who completed a 10-week .Ameri
can Management Association's course entitled,
'"The Basic Principles of Supervisory Management."
Eight employees earned their high school equi
valency diplomas as a result of their participation
in a pilot program sponsored bv the Hospital
and the Adult Education Division of the New
Haven Board of Education. Classes for employees
preparing for the equivalency examinations were
held at the Hospital during off-duty hours.
July 1969
The largest house staff in the history of the Hospi
tal took on its duties July 1, numbering 268 mem
bers. Included were 5 5 interns, 70 new residents
and assistant residents, and 143 members who
had remained on the staff.
Employees contributed 1 50 pints of blood during
a special mid-summer Bloodmobile drive.
'Twenty-six nursing assistants who completed a
60-hour course tor service in convalescent and
extended care facilities received their certificates.
The program was co-sponsored by the Hospital's
Continuing Care Unit and the Nursing Home Assoc.
YALE NEW HAVE M I IOSPIT-U
Graduation exercises tor 13 Dietetic Interns were
held in the Peters-Darrow Room of the LCI Pauld
ing, i
About 50 inner-city students took part in a summer
work program sponsored by the Hospital. .
Uigust |o(,o
The Hospital's Communitv Relations Program was
awarded 1 uo9 Honorable Mention tor its best
patient relations project entry in a national awards
program conducted bv a monthly publication
that is distributed to more than o.OOO hospitals
throughout the United States
.Mrs. Patricia J. Sorcnson Marsters. a former Unit
Manager in the Memorial Unit, was named Director
of the Unit .Management program. :
At 1 2: 30 a.m.. August 30, the Hospital changed
its telephone service from that ot a switchboard
operated system to the direct-dial "Centrex." this
necessitated the change-over ot the Hospital's more
than 1.500 telephones and the installation ot a
new console room in the basement of the LCI
building. 1 he former switchboard installation
was discontinued. 4
Scpnnibci D>o11
Wage increases and improved benefits tor I los-
pital employees to take effect during September
and after the beginning of 1970 were announced.
'Thev included: Wage increases from $8 to $12
per week with the minimum rate up 20 cents an
hour from $1.95 to $2.15. Other benefits included
a ninth paid holiday for employees with six months'
or more sen ice making a total of two "floating
holidays," merit wage increases, and extended
vacation time.
Miss Norcott Pemberton was appointed Director
of Volunteer Services to succeed Mrs. Tracy Nab.stei.lt
vv ho resigned earlier in the summer. Miss Pemberton
was formerly Assistant Director of Volunteers at
Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore. 5
Dr. Nathan G. Kascassociate professor of obstetrics &
gynecology, was appointed Chief of the Section anil
professor and chairman of the department to suc
ceed Dr. Edward J. Quilhgan.
Fifteen students in the medical technology program 7
at Yale-New Haven were graduated September 5
and 31 Licensed Practical Nurses received their cer
tificates on September 11.8
Administrative Staff and Department Heads 1969
Director
Charles B. Womer
Assistant Directors
Richard F Binnig
C. Robert Bruckmann
David Dolins
Richard H. Judd
Warren C. Kessler
William T. Newell, Jr.
Herbert Paris
Miss Anna E. Ryle, R.N.
Assistant to the Director
Carl R. Fischer
Accounting
Edward J. Hammerbacher
Administrative Engineer
John W. Manz
Ambulatory Nursing Service
Mrs. Lisa Trayser, R.N.
Anesthesiology
Nicholas M. Greene, M.D.
Building Services
Grant L. Berger, Jr.
Business Services
Harold L. Larsen
Clinical Laboratories
David Seligson, M.D.
Continuing Care Program
Harold N. Willard, M.D.
Data Processing
Gordon G. Willard
Dentistry
Herbert R. Sleeper, D.D.S.
Dietetics
Miss Doris Johnson, Ph.D.
Emergency Service
Steven Beloff
Employee Education
Lawrence A. Loomis
Engineering
Raymond H. Brown
Information and Development
Donald R. Kleinberg
Inhalation Therapy
John J. Julius
Linen Service
Warren H. Eastman
Medical Staff
Honorary
Consulting
Emeritus
16
38
15
Management Systems
Frank Pease
Medical Records
Miss Patricia A. Tourey
Nursing Division
MissAnna E. Ryle, R.N.
Operating Rooms
Mrs. Luba Dowling, R.N.
Personnel Health Service
Herbert D. Lewis, M.D.
Personnel
Robert W. Fox
Pharmacy
James W. Allaben
Physical Therapy
Mrs. Ruth (Sweeney) Petrone
Purchasing
Joseph E. Monahan
Radiology
Morton M. Kligerman, M.D.
Religious Ministries
The Rev. Edward F Dobihai, Jr.
Security Services
Jules S. Stollak
Social Service
Miss Catherine O'Hare, Chairman
Special Services
Albert P Freije
Transportation, A ides
and Communications
Harold L. Hahn
Unit Management
Mrs. Patricia (Sorenson) Marsters
Volunteer Service
Miss Norcott Pemberton
Attending . 437
Associate . . 143
Courtesy. 120
Dentists and Physicians to the
Outpatient Department . 145
House Staff
Clinical Fellows . 137
Interns and Residents . . 270
Professional Staff (non M.D.) . 22
Total Medical Staff 1,343
Less Duplications . . 8
Total Medical Staff 1,335
*FuM-time Physicians . . 246
General Practitioners 56
*The numbers given here include physicians
with i iff ices at the Veterans Administration
Hospital and the Connecticut Mental Health
Center who also hold Yale-New Haven Hospita
appointments.
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Medical Board 1969
Department of
Anesthesiology
Chief
Nicholas M. Greene, M.D,
Assistant Chiefs
Frederick W. Hehre, M.D
Robert I. Schrier, M.D
Department of Clinical
Laboratories
Chief
David Seligson, M.D
Assistant Chiefs
Marshall G. Barnes, M.D.
Joseph R. Bove, M.D.
Alexander W. vonGraevenitz, M.D.
Department of Medicine
Chief
Philip K. Bondy, M.D.
Associate Chief
Samuel D. Kushlan, M.D
Continuing Care
Director
Harold N. Willard, M.D.
Department of Obstetrics
and Gynecology
Chief
Nathan G. Kase, M.D.
Associate Chief
Paul E. Molumphy, M.D.
Department of Pathology
Chief
Robert V. P. Hutter, M.D.
Department of Pediatrics
Chief
Charles D. Cook, M.D.
Associate Chief
David H. Clement, M.D
Department of Psychiatry
Chief
Thomas P Detre, M.D.
Department of Radiology
Chief
Morton M. Kligerman, M.D.
Department of Surgery
Chief
Jack W. Cole, M.D.
Associate Chief
Woodrow W. Lindenmuth, M.D
Neurosurgery
Section Chief
William F Collins, Jr., M.D
Associate Section Chief
Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D
Ophthalmology
Section Chief
Marvin L. Sears, M.D
Associate Section Chief
Andrew S. Wong, M.D
Oral Surgery
Section Chief
Herbert R. Sleeper, D D.S
Associate Section Chief
Wilbur D Johnston, M.D., D.D.S
Orthopedic Surgery
Chief
Wayne 0. Southwick, M.D
Associate Section Chief
Ulrich H. Weil, M.D
Otolaryngology
Chief
John A. Kirchner, M.D.
Associate Section Chief
Charles Petrillo, M.D.
Urology
Section Chief
Bernard Lytton, M.D.
Associate Section Chief
John B. Goetsch, M.D,
Chairman
Courtney C. Bishop, M.D.
Vice Chairman
Nicholas M. Greene, M.D
Secretary
Richard H. Judd
Robert R. Berneike, M.D.
Philip K. Bondy, M.D.
David H. Clement, M.D.
Jack W. Cole, M.D.
Charles D. Cook, M.D.
Thomas P. Detre, M.D
Irving Friedman, M.D.
Robert V. P. Hutter, M.D.
Harvey W. Kaetz, M.D.
Nathan G. Kase, M.D.
Morton M. Kligerman, M.D.
Samuel D. Kushlan, M.D.
Woodrow W. Lindenmuth, M.D,
Paul E, Molumphy, M.D.
Fredrick C. Redlich, M.D.
Daniel S. Rowe, M.D.
David Seligson, M.D,
Herbert R. Sleeper, D.D.S.
Harold N. Willard, M.D
Charles B. Womer
Elected Officers
of the Medical Staff
President
Irving Friedman, M.D,
Vice President
Harvey W. Kaetz, M.D,
Secretary
Isao Hirata, Jr., M.D.
Past President
Robert R. Berneike, M.D.
Comparative Statistics 1969 1968
Patients discharged during the year
Patient days care rendered
Average length of patients' stay (days)
Average daily patient census
Clinic visits
Emergency service visits
Operations
Recovery Room cases
Deliveries
Radiology examinations
Laboratory examinations
Physical Therapy treatments .
Electrocardiology examinations
Electroencephalography examinations
32,126 31,350
260,589 260,879
8. 1 8. 3
714 713
136,093 130,892
73,143 64,920
13,322 13,158
10,632 9,845
4,749 4,742
107,130 94,818
1,200,540 1,070,582
39,660 41,273
27,237 23,813
2,276 1,933
1969 1968
ADULTS
Gynecology 2,731 2,397
Obstetrics 4,931 4,727
Psychiatry (Tompkins) 117 148
Radiology 74 88
Medicine 5,614 5,688
Surgery:
Cardiothoracic (Cardiovascular and
Thoracic) 401 642
Dental 186 218
Neurosurgery . 839 760
Ophthalmology 656 595
Orthopedic. 1,350 1,281
Otorhinolaryngology 861 855
Plastic 166 3
Urological 1,361 1,402
General 4,360 4,187
Total Surgery 10,180 9,943
Total - Adults 23,647 22,991
f-V. '!' i r i r DAYS
1969 1968
14,283 13,250
17,832 18,638
10,197 10,164
539 671
63,073 64,809
5,822 9,645
441 566
12,677 10,310
4,897 4,644
17,012 16,020
4,084 3,953
1,850 40
13,248 14,924
45,009 41,599
105,040 101,701
210,964 209,243
CHILDREN
Medical .
Surgical
Total - Children
NEWBORN
Normal .
Special Care
Total — Newborn
TOTAL -ALL PATIENTS
1,411
2,146
3,557
1,576
2,185
3,761
12,632
11,264
15,482
11,502
23,896 26,984
4,163 3,955 15,534 16,439
759 643 10,195 8,213
4,922 4,598 25,729 24,652
32,126 31,350 260,589 260,879
1969 1969 1968
MEDICINE
General
Allergy
Arthritis. .
Cardiac
Chemotherapy
Dermatology
Gastrointestinal
Hematology
Hematology Tumor
Liver
Metabolism
Neurology
Physical Medicine
Private Referrals
Pyelonephritis
Winchester Chest
Total — Medicine
SURGERY
General
Cardiac
Dental
Hand
Minor Surgery
Neurosurgery
Ophthalmology
Orthopedic:
General
Fracture
Pediatric
Otorhi no laryngology:
General
Hearing & Speech
Private Patients
Pacemaker
Pain . .
Peripheral Vascular
Plastic
Surgical Tumor
Thoracic
Urology
Total — Surgery
6,057 5,872
1,886 1,433
658 714
1,416 1,518
867 1,128
7,379 7,158
1,968 2,144
556 655
1,113 915
444 178
1,850 2,294
1,098 1,257
326 586
6,065 6,092
110 133
3,214 3,251
35,007 35,328
9,304 9,352
1,080 1,108
5,175 5,775
619 522
931 354
1,365 1,549
13,349 11,278
4,350 4,275
2,806 2,738
531 582
4,141 4,294
3,878 3,875
3,326 2,805
253 217
19 -
536 672
1,809 117
173 125
514 529
3,565 3,869
OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY
Family Planning
Gynecology — General
Gynecology — Tumor
Obstetrics
Private Referrals
1,273 1,293
4,960 4,388
340 388
8,916 9,368
4,650 5,288
Total -
Obstetrics & Gynecology 20,139 20,725
PEDIATRICS
General 5,728 6,547
Adolescent 646 -
Allergy 1,080 1,086
Birth Defects . . 321 312
Cardiac and Surgical Cardiac . 2,830 2,602
Surgical 376 415
Cystic Fibrosis 559 365
Child Care 68 86
Convenience Clinic 3,277 864
Endocrinology 673 619
Gastrointestinal 338 274
Genetics - Metabolism 498 505
Hematology 490 531
Mental Retardation 52 136
Nephrology 412 421
Neurology 635 727
Newborn Special Care 5 34
Oncology 22 -
57,724 54,306
Total — Pediatrics
PSYCHIATRIC
Total — Psychiatric
RADIOLOGY
Radiation Follow-up
Total — Radiology
TOTAL -
ALL CLINIC VISITS
18,010
3,950
1,263
1,263
15,524
3,468
1,685
1,685
136,093 130,892
COMPARATIVE STATLMEM7 OT
1969
September 30
1968
GROSS REVENUE FROM SERVICESTO PATIENTS:
Room, board and nursing $16,448,149
Special services — inpatients 12,650,684
Clinic patients . 1,953,236
Emergency room patients . . 1,524,067
Referred outpatients . . 846,663
Total
513,539,369
11,283,190
1,732,959
1,118,684
782,132
$33,422,799 528,456,334
DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS REVENUE:
Contractual and other allowances
Provision for uncollectible accounts
3,742,930
1.617,293
3,594,194
1,583,850
Total
NET REVENUE
5,360,223
28,062,576
5,178,044
23,278,290
OPERATING EXPENSES:
Salaries 18,773,001
Supplies and other expenses ... 10,514,354
Depreciation ... 1,072,962
Total 30,360,317
Less — Recovery of expenses from grants,
tuition, sale of services, etc. 2,219,886
NET OPERATING EXPENSES
■■ri'OA //A ', / d'e
28,140,431
15,156,186
9,163,973
1,017,533
25,337,692
1,876,110
23,461,582
NON-OPERATING INCOME:
Free bed funds, Endowment income, United Fund
and Other 1,157,450 1,085,747
EXCESSOF INCOME OVER EXPENSES $1,079,595 5902,455
See Notes to Financial Statements on Page 23
.)MF' A i1"
ASSETS
GENERAL FUNDS:
Cash
Accounts receivable (net)
Inventories
Other assets
Due from Temporary Funds
Due from Endowment and Special Funds
1969
September 30
1968
$ 836,772
6,511,684
778,853
260,000
1,752,936
S 945,825
5,400,000
797,897
250,491
968,551
88,518
Total - General Funds S 10,140,245 S 8,451,282
ENDOWMENT AND SPECIAL FUNDS:
Cash
Investments at market value
Land, buildings and equipment -
Winchester Annex
Due from General Fund
S 82,731
18,928,829
914,519
65,127
S 33.480
19,939,646
913,691
Total — Endowment and Special Funds S 19,991,206 S 20,886,8 17
TEMPORARY FUNDS:
Cash
Investments
Accounts receivable
S 9,237
1,832,592
138,405
S 28,686
907,385
430,239
Total — Temporary Funds S 1,980,234 5 1,366,310
PLANT FUND:
Land, buildings and equipment (net)
Construction in progress
Total - Plant Fund
S 19,250,308
541.102
S 19,791,410
519,126,686
331,313
S 19,457,999
Gross Total - All Funds . . . .
Less, Inter-fund accounts
Net Total - All Funds
S 51,903,095
1,818,063
5 50,085,032
S 50,162,408
1,057,066
S 49,1 05,342
LIABILITIES, CAPITAL AND PRINCIPAL OF FUNDS
GENERAL FUNDS:
Accounts payable
Accrued expenses
Deferred income
Medicare advances
Connecticut Blue Cross advance
Reserve for Medicare and other programs
Due to Endowment and special funds
General Fund capital:
Designated purpose .
Unrestricted
Total — General Funds
1969
$ 1,364,194
349,729
168,767
585,000
218,500
493,317
65,127
394,491
6,501,120
$10,140,245
September 30
1968
1,094,713
260,011
170,863
585,000
218,500
191,402
398,210
5,532,583
$ 8,451,282
ENDOWMENT AND SPECIAL FUNDS:
Due to General Funds 88,518
Principal of Funds:
Free Bed
Non-Expendable and Specific Purpose:
William Wirt Winchester
Other. . . .
Expendable . . .
Total — Endowment and Special Funds
S 3,993,621
11,229,651
3,356,690
1,411,244
$19,991,206
4,399,274
$20,886,817
TEMPORARY FUNDS:
Due to General Funds
Principal of Funds
S 1,752,936
227,298
968,551
397,759
Total — Temporary Funds $ 1,980,234 5 1,366,310
PLANT FUND:
Mortgages and other payables .
Capital invested in property and equipment
Total - Plant Fund
$ 956,086
18,835,324
$19,791,410
S 1,094,920
18,363,079
S19,457,999
Gross Total — All Funds $51,903,095 550,162,408
Less, Inter-fund accounts
Net Total - All Funds . .
1.818,063
$50,085,032
1,057,066
549,105,342
Notes to Financial Statements:
Pension Plan: The unfunded past -service liability related to the Hospital's pension plan, to be funded over a period
amounted to approximately $347,000 at September 30, 1969. Pension plan and annunity expense for the fiscal ye.
September 30, 1969, amounted to $276,826.
Medicare: Accounting under the Medicare program has been based on interim estimated costs which are sul>|ei t h>
pending the determination and acceptance of actual reimbursable costs.
f.pilogue
This annual report has directed its attention to Yale-\'ew Haven
Hospital 's concern for a special aspect of its community service. It
might well have addressed any one of several similarly important
challenges which society seems to he asking medical science to
meet m the physical setting of hospitals like ours.
The intent of the discussion in this report was to identify and
examine the impact of this particular segment of society whose members,
as patients, pLice a special responsibility on the Hospital.
Fortunately for the chronically ill and aged — and for the many
other groups of patients served by hospitals - it has become possible
in recent years to make available many of the most advanced appli
cations ofmedical science. It has become possible — by competitive
employee wage and benefit programs to provide quality supportive
services for patient eare. It has become possible, primarily because
third party insurance covers the major portion of the average bill of
many patients — for the Hospital to come closer to financing a balanced
operating budget.
Unfortunately, however, the high cost of developing new health eare
programs, new technical advances, provision of complex and expensive
equipment is not met by third party reimbursement plans which cover
only operating expenses. Endowment income and gifts are essential
to financing capital equipment needs demanded by the new health
programs and technical advances. Since this source of income often
makes the difference between standing still and going ahead, the neces
sity for support of hospitals like Yale-Sew Haven is as valid today as
deficit financing was at an earlier time. Society s expectations of
what a hospital should offer continue to require involvement, concern
and support of agencies and citizens — both individual and corporate —
who understand the new dimensions of service which are being de
manded of an institution which has the inherent skill and capability,
but not the matching financial resources.
Charles H. Costello
Preside nt
Yale-New Haven Hospital
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